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1 Introduction

Intelligent Autonomous Systems increasingly often operate in environments inhabited by humans,
like houses, public places (stations, shopping centers) or intelligent vehicles. In order to properly
interact with people an intelligent system has to detect people in its environment, identify them
and possibly recognize their behavior. Examples of such systems are intelligent security systems
that detect people entering restricted areas or detect aggressive behavior, intelligent vehicles that
detect pedestrians (and warn the driver if a pedestrian is to close to the vehicle) or interface robots
that act as an interface for taking user’s commands and presenting results.

Perception of humans and their actions typically relies on cameras as sensors which capture
various details about the location, number and appearance of people. Therefore computer vision
techniques for “looking-at-people” are the mainstream of research in Intelligent Autonomous Sys-
tems. The relevant algorithms range from low-level image processing techniques (edge detection,
pixel classification) to higher-level gesture and object classification methods.

The DOAS 2008 project will be performed in the context of larger research at the ISLA labora-
tory which develops computer vision techniques for “looking-at-people”. Currently, the laboratory
runs several projects that aim at detecting people in still images, tracking people through images
sequences, detecting at tracking individual body parts or pose estimation of humans in 2D and 3D.
In our project of interest, CASSANDRA [3], the final goal is to automatically detect aggressive
behavior of people in public spaces like train stations.

The laboratory provides an opportunity for students to get hands-on experience with several
advanced image processing tools. Additionally, there are several realistic video sequences involving
professional actors recorded in real-world setup (train station). This dataset will be used in the
project to evaluate the developed algorithms.

2 Project description

The project will study computer vision and pattern recognition techniques for detecting humans
in still images. Specifically, we will follow a “bottom-up” approach for detection that can be seen
as a two stage algorithm. In the first stage, a series of detectors is deployed in order to detect loose
human body parts, distinguished from other objects in an image. Examples of such body parts
are faces, head-shoulder contours, the upper body or the legs. In the second stage, an assembly
algorithm groups the detected parts into a full-body configuration.

2.1 Task

The idea is to first use a series of part detectors (already available) to find loose human body parts
in an image. Next, the loose body parts need to be assembled into a valid configuration that rep-
resents a person. At this moment there are four detectors available (based on [10], implementation
from OpenCV):

1. face detector
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Figure 1: Examples of part detector output: (left) faces (right) full-body contours.

2. upper-body detector

3. lower-body detector

4. full-body detector.

Each of the detectors indicates image regions where a hypothetical body part is located (see
Figure 2.1).

Therefore, the primary objective is to develop an algorithm that takes the responses of indi-
vidual detectors as input, groups these responses into a valid human configuration and outputs
image regions where a person is located. The key challenges for the grouping problem are

• inaccuracies of individual detectors: sometimes a genuine body part will not be detected,
and sometimes a false body part will be indicated by a detector.

• occlusions: sometimes certain body parts are not visible, due to occlusion by other objects
in the scene or by other body parts

• dealing with multiple people: when several people appear close to each other in an image,
there will be multiple responses from each detector. The challenge of the assembly algorithm
is to properly match different body parts to different people.

An additional task in the project is to develop a simple labeling tool that allows an user to mark
image regions (bounding boxes) where a person is visible. Such human annotated bounding boxes
will be used as a ground-truth for evaluating the performance of individual detectors (existing)
and the aggregate algorithm (to be developed).
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2.2 Plan

1. Read relevant material for hierarchical object detection [10], assembly-techniques [12, 7, 6, 5],
and survey material [4]. Also read final report from DOAS 2007 [9].
Hint: You can download the list of relevant reading material for the next internal project
meeting at http://staff.science.uva.nl/~mhofmann/DOAS2008.

2. Download and install OpenCV library [2]. Get familiar with the programming with the
library [11].

3. Practice usage of part detectors. Run simple tests on several images. Make a module that
can be later integrated with the aggregated algorithm.

4. Develop (very simple) labeling application. The application should load a series of images
(e.g. all *.ppm files from a given folder), present a GUI that allows a user to draw rectangles,
and save parameters of the rectangles. For each image: number and coordinates of all
rectangles in a text of Matlab file.

5. Label around 200 images (2 minute/image x 200 images = 7 hours). It is recommended that
this step is performed quite early in the project, since the evaluation of detectors requires
labeled images.

6. Given labeled images, test individual detectors in a systematic setup (ROC curves)

7. Design/implement/test assembly algorithm (Several versions are welcome).

• Start simple. Use the evaluation results of part detectors to decide which parts are
most reliable.

• Think of constraints on distance and size of one part relative to the other.

• Think of color (appearance) similarities between body parts.

• See [1, 8, 5] for inspiration.

8. Perform systematic tests on labeled images. Compare results with individual detectors.
Compare processing time.

9. Write paper, prepare a presentation.

2.3 Tests and Implementation

There will be video sequences provided. The sequences have been recorded at a train station
and present several (1-5) people in each frame. The poses of people range from normal standing,
walking, to quite unnatural like jumping, lying, kicking.

The primary evaluation criterion for detection algorithm will be ROC curves that measure
detection accuracy and false-positive rate against ground truth. A particularly important will be
comparison of the aggregate detection algorithm vs part detector.

All algorithm should be implemented in MS Visual Studio C++ environment. The individual
body part detectors have been tested in this environment.
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